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CRAIG LUCAS’ CHANGE AGENT
AVAILABLE TO LIVE STREAM
BEGINNING FEBRUARY 23

“ENGROSSING world-premiere drama … COMPELLING”
— The Washington Post

(Washington, D.C.) Arena Stage at the Mead Center for American Theater announces that tickets are now on sale for livestreams of Change Agent, which opened on February 3 to critical and audience acclaim. For select performances February 23 through March 5, 2022, patrons have the opportunity to experience the play the Washington Post calls “engrossing,” District Fray calls “beautiful to watch,” and which audiences call “spectacular,” from the comfort of their homes. Tickets are $50 and are available for purchase here.

Inspired by the tumultuous events of the 1960s, Change Agent is a political thrill ride that explores how one woman fought to bring humanity to policy and expand the consciousness of a nation through her friendships and proximity to power. Written and directed by Craig Lucas, Change Agent is the eighth production to debut as part of Arena Stage’s Power Plays, an ambitious initiative commissioning and developing 25 new plays and musicals from 25 writers over the course of 10 years.

The cast of Change Agent — all making their Arena Stage debuts — includes Andrea Abello, Regan Linton, Jeffrey Omura, Kathryn Tkel and Luis Vega.

In addition to Lucas, the creative team includes Set Designer Wilson Chin; Costume Designer Alejo Vietti; Lighting Designer Cha See; Original Music and Sound Design by Broken Chord; Projection Designer Caite Hevner; Wig Designer Charles G. LaPointe; Fight and Intimacy Consultant Jenny Male; Dialect and Vocal Coach Lisa Nathans; Dramaturgs Jocelyn Clarke and Otis Cortez Ramsey-Zöe; Casting by JZ Casting/Geoff Josselson, C.S.A. and Katja Zarolinski, C.S.A.; Stage Manager Rachael Danielle Albert and Assistant Stage Manager Leigh Robinette.

Full company biographies can be found here.

Prime Sponsorship for Change Agent is generously provided by Decker Anstrom and Sherry Hiemstra. Change Agent is the recipient of an Edgerton Foundation New Play Award.

Change Agent is a fictional play inspired by historic events.

For complete 2021/22 Season details, visit: arenastage.org/tickets/2122-subscriptions.
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